Cortical cells' physiology following visual split brain in developing cats.
We have studied physiologically whether visual cortex cells in areas 17 and 18 of split-brain cats preserve their performance despite the blockage of both binocularity and of interhemispheric communication. The absolute majority of the cells in cats underwent split-brain surgery as kittens and adults and were driven by the ipsilateral eye, resulting in the absence of interhemispheric interaction. Similar results were found in cats and kittens that underwent only chiasm split surgery, although some recovery of callosal transfer was found in the latter. A remarkable loss of binocularity was found when only callosal transection was performed, both in adult cats and in kittens, although some ipsilateral eye dominance was observed in the latter. As to the deprived cats, while in the inexperienced hemisphere (ipsilateral to the deprived eye), the majority of the cells was visually unresponsive, in the contralateral (experienced) hemisphere, the majority was responsive. A considerable reduction in responsiveness was found in the callosally transected cats and kittens. Generally, a degradation of function was found in the various properties as a result of chiasmal and/or callosal transection. The main effect is the increased number of cells with diffuse and incomplete receptive fields. There was also a reduction in the proportion of orientation-selective cells, mainly in the split-brain cats. It was concluded that, despite the high amount of hemispheric independency in the normal brain, the integrity and simultaneous action of the two hemispheres are needed for the normal functioning of visual cortex cells.